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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the Schrodinger equation on a bounded region D E W’ 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
-du+qu=k4 (1) 
u Ia” = 0; (2) 
here q is an element in L;(D) and the boundary i3D of D is sufficiently 
smooth. We show that the set Q of all potentials q in Lg(D) which have 
the property that the corresponding Eqs. (l)-(2) have at least one multiple 
eigenvalue is of first category. 
To be more precise, let us recall that ( -A + q) considered as an unboun- 
ded operator in L;(D) has an infinite number of eigenvalues 
h(q) G b(q) 6 ... bounded from below. 
By definition, the nth eigenvalue I,(q) has multiplicity m iff 
h(q)d ... ~n,~1(4)<I,(q)=~,+,(q)= ... 
=A n+m-,(q)<~,+,(q)~~n+m+,(q)~ .... 
Let us introduce the sets 
Qh m) := {q E WD): J-,(q) < ... < L ,(q) < L(q) 
and 
=A “n+,(q)= ... =&2+,-,(q)<Al+,(q)~ -4 
Q(n) := U Qh m) (disjoint union). 
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Then 
Q= u Q(n) 
n>l 
(disjoint union). 
Observe that (JrnaZ Q(n, m) is locally finite: i.e., if q is in Q(n) then there 
exist m 22 and an open neighborhood U of q in Lg(D) such that 
q E Q(n, ml and 
Q(n)n U= u Q(n, k)n U. 
Z<ksZm 
To state the main theorem we still need another definition. Let Y be a 
subset of an R-Banach space E. Then V is called a real analytic variety of 
finite definition (cf. [lo]) if there exists a finite or infinite sequence V, of 
subsets of V such that 
V= u Vk is a disjoint, locally finite union, 
k>l 
(3) 
for x in Vk there exist an open neighborhood U of x in E and 
a finite number of real analytic functions f,, . . . f, defined on 
U such that an element y in U is in vk iff i( y) = 0 (1 < i < n). (4) 
As usual, a function f: U + R is called real analytic on the open subset 
U z E iff there exists for each x in U an open neigborhood U, G U and an 
open neighborhood W of x in the complexilied Banach space E, together 
with a holomorphic function g: W + @ such that U, E Wn E and 
gl U, = f 1 U,. For a real analytic variety V of finite definition, the codim of 
V can be defined as 
codim V := sup 
1. 
jtfi codim vk : V= u V, satisfies (3) and (4) 
k>l 
codim V, := inf{codim, V,: x E V,} 
where the supremum has to be taken over all finite sequences of functions 
fi , . . . . f,, fj: U + I&’ real analytic ( 1 < i d n) such that an element y in U is 
in Vk iff i(y)=O (1 <i,<n). 
THEOREM. Let D E Rd be bounded and aD be sufficiently smooth. Then 
(1) Q is of first category in L,“(D). 
(2) Q(n) is a real analytic variety offinite definition a d of codim 2 2 
in L,“(D). 
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COROLLARY. Lg(D)\Q is connected. 
Remark 1. If D satisfies an exterior cone condition, i?D is sufficiently 
smooth. 
Remark 2. The discrete analogue of the Theorem has been proved in 
PI. 
Remark 3. It will follow from the proof of the Theorem that the 
statement is true if instead of the Laplacian A one takes a quite general 
elliptic differential operator of second order. It is also true for much more 
general boundary conditions than the ones given here. 
Remark 4. In [ 11, a result similar to our result (1) of the Theorem is 
proved using perturbation theory. In [ 111, a result similar to our result (1) 
of the theorem is proved under an additional assumption (which seems to 
be difficult toverify) by applying an infinite-dimensional version of Sard’s 
theorem together with Quinn’s transversality theorem. The major difference 
between [ 1 ] or [ 1 l] and the theorem is that they do not contain result (2) 
and thus not the corollary. In [2], a result similar to result (2) of the 
theorem is stated but without proof. In [S, 93 it is shown that for a given 
elliptic operator the eigenvalues all become simple after an eventual, 
arbitrary small change of the domain. 
Remark 5. In the case d= 1, it is well known that Q is void. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
It s&ices to prove that for n = 1, 2, . . . and m = 2, . . . Q(n, m) is a real 
analytic variety of finite definition and of codim > 2. Now let us introduce 
T(n, m) := (q E Q(n, m): n,(q) = 0). 
Observe that T(n, m) x [w -+ Q(n, m), (q,c)++q+c is a linear 
isomorphism, so it suffices toprove that T(n, m) is a real analytic variety of 
codimenion > 3. Let q0 be an element in T(n, m) for some n b 1 and m 2 2. 
Define a circle r in @ with centre in n,(qO) = 0 such that on r the operator 
(-A + qO) has no eigenvalues and inside r the operator ( -A + q,,) has no 
eigenvalues apart from l,(qO). From the continuity of the eigenvalues it 
follows that there exists a neighborhood W of q0 in L,“(D) such that for all 
q in W the eigenvalues An(q), ... A,+,,-,(q) are lying inside r and all other 
eigenva!ues of (-A + q) lie outside r. Then it is possible to define for q in 
W the operator 
P(q):=s (IIZd-(-A+q))p’dl~, 
I- 
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which is an orthogonal projection in L;(O) and real analytic on W as a 
map from W with values in Q(Li(D)), the Banach space of bounded 
operators from L;(O) to L;(D) (cf. [6, p. 3861). 
Let e, , . . . . e, be an orthonormal basis of the eigenspace corresponding to 
the eigenvalue n,(qO) of -A + qO. Choose an open neighborhood U of q0 
with UC W such that I(P(q)e,IIpc,,, z> 1 (k = 1, . ..) m; q in U). Then an 
element q in U is in T(n, m) iff or 1 d i, j< m 
where (., .) denotes the usual pairing in L2,(D). 
On U, (P(q)ei, (-A + q)e,) are real analytic functions. Let us compute 
thederivativeof(P(q)e,,(-A+q)e,)for l<i,j<matq=q,indirection 
p E L,“(D): 
d,(P(q)ei, (-A + q)ej)CPl 
= lim (f’(qo+zP)ei, (FA+qo+z~)ej) 
z - 0 z 
where we used several times that ( -A + qO)e, = 0. 
In Lemma 1 it is shown that for 1 6 i< j< m, ef, ej, and eiej considered 
as elements in the dual L;(D)’ of L;(D) are linearly independent. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Let q be in L;(D) and cp and $ be orthonormal eigenfunctions inLZ,(D) 
with the same eigenvalue I of (-A + q), considered with Dirichlet boun- 
dary conditions. Then cp and II/ are in Hi(O) and 
s q’(x) dx = 1; D I u+2(x)dx=l; 1 cp(x)$(x)dx=O. D 
By standard results (cf. [S], e.g.), cp and $ are bounded, continuous 
functions on B and we may introduce the nodal sets 
N(cp) := (xED:cp(x)=o} and N(l)) := {XED:IJ/(X)=O}. 
LEMMA 1. cp’, t,b’, and cp~+G are linearly independent in the dual L;(D)’ of 
G(D). 
Proof: Let us assume that cp’, ti2, and cp+ are linearly dependent. So 
there exist CI, /I, y not all zero such that 
a(p2+fi$2+y(p*=0 (in L,“(D)‘). 
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Because cp and $ are orthonormal we get c( = -/K Let us assume that y = 0. 
Then CI # 0 by assumption and thus N(q) = N(e). This leads to a con- 
tradiction with SD cpll/ dx= 0 by Lemma 2. Thus we may and do assume 
that y= -1 so that ‘pIc/=x$‘-~cl(p~. If cl#O then N(cp)=N(IC/) and again 
by Lemma 2 this contradicts SD rp$ dx = 0. 
If c( = 0 then cp$ E 0 on D. By the unique continuation principle (for an 
elementary proof consider [7]) cp E 0 or II/ E 0 on D. But this contradicts 
the fact that cp and I,$ are orthonormal. Thus the assumption that cp’, e2, 
and cp$ are linearly dependent leads to a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2. For cp and $ as above N(q) # AI(+). 
Proof: Let us assume that iV(cp) = N($). Let us consider D\N($) and 
denote by D,, D,, . . . its connected components (cf. also [4]). Let us define 
cpl :=vlD, and tiI :=$lD,. Then ‘pi and $i do not change sign on D, and 
are eigenfunctions of 
-dy+qy=ly on D, with y(,,, =O. 
But there is up to scalar multiplication at most one solution which does 
not change sign (cf. [S], e.g.). Thus there exists 6 # 0 with cpi = Sic/i. Now 
let us consider cp - Sic/. Clearly -d(cp -6$) + q((p - 6$) = A(cp - 6$) on D 
and (cp -&j) laD = 0 by the unique continuation principle, and it then 
follows from (cp - Sic/) ID, z 0 that cp - S$ = 0 on D. But this contradicts 
joW=O. I 
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